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Then comes the barbed disclaimer: The problem was the distortions that maps created; in the first atlas that he
printed, Goode had questioned the format of straight parallels and meridians that intersected perpendicularly
for compromised its relative accuracy, or for presenting an untrustworthy image of terrestrial relations.
Mercator did not try to assert transparency for his projection, but provided extensive explanations of both its
mathematical construction and distortions of the poles in framed legends, if he did not admit that the map
became untrustworthy beyond 70 degrees on each side of the equator line. The cylindrical projection
rectilinear graticule of parallels and meridians resembled a geometric gridâ€”a notion, while clearly flawed,
provided a compelling basis for Mercator to straighten the rhumb lines of nautical maps, and integrate
information from nautical cartography to a world map. The flaws in the projection were known: The result did
not sit well with the pragmatic ends of instruction Goode desired. He believed that its idealized had long
deflected criticisms of their accuracy and distortions. Its errors lay not so much because the projection
privileges the size of Europeâ€”as was later arguedâ€”but in how it granted large territorial expanse to
Greenland, and did not extend a similar bias toward America suitable for Americans to learn geography.
Mercator, a printer and editor of multiple projections as well as a geographer, and was not committed to one
schema of global projection alone that had become identified with his name and authorship. But the projection
epitomized an inaccuracy and distortion often recognizedâ€”as by Goodeâ€”to be the cost of any world map.
The Mercator projection did not sit well with his insistence on a pragmatic value for maps. For Benjamin,
mechanical reproduction had the cost of removing the work of art from a ritual context, and artworks in
reproduced form contained a diminished sense of the trace of the hand or the materials of their original
construction. This was not entirely a negative process, but an acknowledgment of a fait accompli, for
Benjamin. It also follows the form of map projection that we associate with Mercator, who likely emulated
this map: Both create a similar engraved image bound by an elegant frame: It has continued to provoke new
claims of the role of art in an age of reproduction and of reproduced art, indeed, and at least in part came out
of his interest in film as a medium: In the manner that it uniformly straightened its bearings to approximate a
satisfying equiangular graticule, and is a bit of an esthetic creation of itself: The artifice of preserving the
angles of incidence in the terrestrial graticule, if not the size of land mass framed the world in the form of a
framed picture, after all, albeit in engraved form. And it omitted medieval geographic constructs as the
Antipodes or Sea Monsters that appeared in earlier maps. Unlike a simple nautical projection or ship chart of
the sort that existed in manuscript, however, it projects expanse to a indexed matrix. The edition of the map of
sixteen sheets survives in but three examples, yet was a sort of luxury product in itself when it was first sold
and sold briskly in the decade after it was devised. It lacked prominent notches on its frame, and would
probably not be used to read or approximate terrestrial position. Although ostensibly made for the use of
sailors who could transfer bearings rhumb lines on nautical charts to its graticule, given limited abilities to
secure the reliable compass bearings at sea, the map was probably easily read with the aid of a compass by
those ashore in an age when compasses were valued commodities and luxury goods. This is was the audience
among whom it was most likely viewed. Partly because of the success as a map as a projection that preserved
local scale, it is still retained on Google Earth: Mercator intended the sixteen sheet projection as a record of
global knowledge, capitalizing on the increasing authority of nautical maps. Which brings us back to its aura
and artifice. For a more proportional map of global coverage, Mercator himself preferred a sinusoidal
projection. Peters showed sensitivity to the visual construction of maps as forms of propaganda, when he
promoted the projection, noting how the map privileged one area over others.
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It features over pages of maps, from definitive physical and political maps to important thematic maps that
illustrate the spatial aspects of many important topics. The 22nd Edition includes pages of new, digitally
produced reference maps, as well as new thematic maps on global climate change, sea level rise, CO2
emissions, polar ice fluctuations, deforestation, extreme weather events, infectious diseases, water resources,
and energy production. It offers new maps on topics ranging from global climate change to water resources,
and provides an outstanding survey for any library seeking the latest geographic resources. Of course, The
Times atlas has most detailed maps and many place name about , But it is too large and heavy. Also, DK and
Oxford. This completely updated atlas is light and compact thin paper, hard cover, g, So, I always going
together with this atlas. And, I will present this atlas to my father and friend. Each area is covered with
excellent political, physical, soil, natural resources, language, farming, etc maps. Numerous maps on major
urban areas. Thoughtful graphics on a numerous demographic, resource production and consumption,
education, income, etc. Campbell on Sep 24, First, I must confess an abnormal appreciation for maps and
charts of any kind, thanks to a scientific bent. Still, hours spent delving through this volume brought almost
complete serenity. Detail, correctness, surprising and effective combinations -- this is the atlas I have needed
and have already worn through. A wealth of knowledge can be found inside the cover. I expected to see
accurate maps of the world, but so much more information is there. Climates, wind patterns, rainfall,
population, and much much more. Even detailed maps of the oceans. I would recommend this atlas to anyone,
especially if they have a child in school or one attending college. Everyone needs an Atlas By M. Smith on Jan
09, Use this atlas for quick reference. If you study international anything, this is your most basic guide. From
normal political maps to economic proportional maps, this atlas has everything a world citizen should know. It
may be due to the resolution of the print, the color used, etc. By Randy Marsh on Feb 06, The information is
not too detailed. If I want more detail then I can go to individual maps of a specific area. The Atlas contains all
the additional information expected in an atlas like population densities, climates, vegetations etc. It also has
ocean floor maps showing basins and ridges. The index extends to pages. This is a great reference book, and
excellent value in my opinion. A Must for all Geographers By V. What else can I say about it other than
beautiful? It provides a thorough view of the world, whether you want to look at political maps, topography,
land cover, vegetation, etc. I myself have already poured through this atlas, and I am sure to keep doing so. I
do not accept politically correct substitutes for truth. With this atlas I can follow world news with greater
accuracy. The definitive small sized atlas By Conrad Nicoll on Dec 12, If you need a good atlas that is
portable, this is the one to buy. The maps are detailed and cartographically excellent, showing both
topographic shading and elevation by color. Urbanized areas are shown by a red splotch. There are myriad
thematic maps. The index is exhaustive and Includes pronunciation guides and latitude and longitude
information. The only improvement suggestion I have found is the need to include Cheji-do island on the
Korea map, page , perhaps as an inset. I love that a lot of the major world cities have their own little city map a
tiny city map is better than none at all. However, most are found together on dedicated city map pages - I
would much prefer to see the city maps on the same page as the country they are located, if possible. I like that
this paperback version is printed on thinner, lighter, and less glossy paper than my old Goodes from the late s
Some might prefer heavier and glossier pages. Very basic for the price By Amanda Jamison on Jan 20,
Literally, just a book of maps duh. No text to explain anything, except for the labels to the countries. The
words are very small for some countries, but everything is labeled. In conclusion, this atlas is pretty mediocre
Not a whole lot of resale value, for my school at least because we need the mygeographylab code. It was in
great condition and now sits on my bookshelf. I used it for class and enjoyed looking at it, so I kept it. Get the
same book as ur professors are using. Very comprehensive and easy to use By Discoveries on Apr 25, Very
comprehensive and easy to use! It covers all the maps and information that you would expect in a world atlas,
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with a large enough format to keep it readable. It will even stay open on its own when laid flat. This copy is
nice because it is spiral bound By Andrea Sequera on Sep 01, This copy is nice because it is spiral bound,
makes it easier to flip through. Con to the spiral is that some of the map is slightly cut off I was amazed at the
wealth of information contained in that volume. I am completely blown away with the richness of this 22nd
edition. It is a bargain at any price! Would love to own another when mine is retired. Hundreds of
high-resolution maps of the world, political and geographical, but small enough for us to place on our knees
without feeling as if an elephant were in our laps! And so inexpensive compared to the others we reviewed.
Highly recommend this for students or anyone who is looking for an Atlas of the world. It had been taped up
in torn areas around the cover. I taped more and it should last a couple more semesters. Add a Book Review
Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by Pearson and has a total
of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
Chapter 3 : Goodeâ€™s World Atlas | Musings on Maps
Goode remained the only name on Goode's School Atlas until the 8th edition (), on which Edward B. Espenshade, Jr.,
was credited with numerous updates and revisions. Espenshade was then named editor for the 9th edition ().
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Find great deals on eBay for goode's world atlas 22nd edition. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 5 : (PDF Download) Goode's World Atlas (22nd Edition) PDF - Video Dailymotion
Goodes World Atlas 22nd Edition by Howard Veregin available in Trade Paperback on calendrierdelascience.com, also
read synopsis and reviews. Goode s World Atlas has been the world s premiere educational atlas since , and for good.

Chapter 6 : Goode's World Atlas, 22nd Edition
Description. Goode's World Atlas has been the world's premiere educational atlas since and for good
calendrierdelascience.com features over pages of maps, from definitive physical and political maps to important
thematic maps that illustrate the spatial aspects of many important topics.
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The 22nd edition of Goode's World Atlas blends dramatic new maps and exceptional cartography with the strong
traditions that have made the atlas a standard for over 85 years. Table of Contents TABLE OF CONTENTS.
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